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Lassitude and Independence 
The electrical plant (acres of desert)? 
(We came to) and it wasn't long and we came to? 
The white crater of the borax plant? 
The light a (post-desire) landscape (post-verdant)? 
The clean bone (the sun) the day-winds (the night)? 
The mind gives over its small grave of secrets? 
This is the way to know what you know? 
Determine the future history of clouds? 
Study (valleys) rock escarpments and canyons? 
The green world enters introduces its yellows? 
(No false reckoning no plan no artifice)? 
The light as landscape (the specter as shore)? 
This is the way to know what you know? 
(The mind gives over its small grave of secrets)? 
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